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CAAMFest 2021 Brimming with Bay Area Talent and Connections

San Francisco, CA, March 30, 2021 - CAAMFest 2021 (formerly San Francisco
International Asian American Film Festival) is pleased to present the following local
programs and talent as part of the festival which will take place May 13-23, 2021.

SAN FRANCISCO

BERNAL HEIGHTS

RADICAL CARE: THE AUNTIE SEWING SQUAD (LIFE, INTERRUPTED Shorts Program), directed by
Valerie Soe

This short experimental documentary looks at the Auntie Sewing Squad, a group of mostly
women of color volunteers who came together following the U.S. government’s botched response
to the COVID-19 crisis.

● Director Valerie Soe is based in the Bernal Heights neighborhood of San
Francisco.

CASTRO

THE LEAF (OUT/HERE Shorts Program), directed by Will Zang
A personal, poetic, documentary film about a filmmaker's experience as both a filmmaker and a
gay immigrant during this pandemic.

● The film is entirely shot in San Francisco, including locations in Castro and Lake
Merced. Director and producer Will Zang is a San Francisco based filmmaker, who
attended the San Francisco Art Institute and the California College of the Arts.

CHINATOWN

CHINATOWN PRETTY (ART LIVES Shorts Program), directed by Roy Chan
Chinatown Community Development Center’s CHINATOWN PRETTY project highlights local
seniors, their fashion choices, and their independent lives. The exhibit was coupled with an
economic development component to bring attention and incentives to shop at local fashion
stores.

● The CHINATOWN PRETTY project originated and is based in Chinatown.
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MISSION

CLOSING PARTY: FOLX Dance Party with H.P. Mendoza
A world premiere of H.P. Mendoza's newest visual album, FOLX. Former CAAMFest Spotlight,
Mendoza will take to the virtual stage along with fellow performers, Anna Ishida, Lex the Lexicon
and Goh Nakamura for this dance extravaganza.

● Host, Filmmaker and Musician H.P. Mendoza lives in the Mission District.

POTRERO HILL

DANNY, DANNY (WHO I AM Shorts Program), directed by Huan Cheng
DANNY, DANNY explores the ongoing struggles of a woman's life on the fringe. She has an
immense fear of isolation and a crippling addiction to surface-level intimacy. The film candidly
reveals her “flavor of life” in a manner that evokes emotion. Despite the story driven by
non-dialogue, the audience experiences more about the protagonist's emotion through her
interactions; leaving more to the imagination.

● Huan Cheng, director, is based in the Potrero Hill neighborhood.

RICHMOND

SNAKEHEAD, directed by Evan Jackson Leong
A smuggled Chinese female becomes a human smuggler known as a Snakehead in the ruthless
underworld of New York City’s Chinatown, only to become the target of the FBI and her
competition.

● Director Evan Jackson Leong is from the Richmond District.

TRY HARDER!, directed by Debbie Lum
As they prepare for the emotionally draining college application process, students are keenly
aware of the intense competition for the few open spots in their dream colleges. At
Lowell—where cool kids are nerds, nearly everyone has an amazing talent, and the majority of
the student body is Asian American—the things that usually make a person stand out can feel
not good enough, even commonplace.

● Director Debbie Lum lives in the RIchmond District. Film shot at Lowell High
School in Parkside District.

RUSSIAN HILL

JUNHO, directed by David Boo
In the aftermath of the Me Too movement in Korea, Junho, a rising member of a prestigious
theater troupe shrouded in controversy, moves from Seoul to San Francisco in an attempt to
escape the fallout. After leaving the culturally conservative community in Seoul and then arriving
in San Francisco, one of the most liberal cities, Junho tries to start a new life, one that is far from
acting, but his conscience will not allow him to outrun his past.

● Director and writer David Boo started developing JUNHO while in the San
Francisco Art Institute MFA program. Story is partially set in San Francisco.

GENERAL SAN FRANCISCO

LET’S EAT (AT THE DINNER TABLE Shorts Program), directed by Dixon Wong
LET’S EAT is an animated short, which follows the story of an immigrant mother and her



daughter as they navigate through the beauty and challenges of life.
● LET’S EAT is set in the Bay Area. Director Dixon Wong and producer Amy Kuo are

based in San Francisco, where they co-founded Anamon Studios.

KOREATOWN GHOST STORY (DON’T SCREAM Shorts Program), directed by Minsun Park and Teddy
Tenenbaum

In this supernatural horror tale based on Korean lorel, a woman entertains a macabre offer that
would let her pursue her dreams, for better or for much much worse.

● Margaret Cho, produced and performed in the film, is from San Francisco.
Directors Minsun Park and Teddy Tenenbaum are graduates of UC Berkeley.

SKY BLOSSOM: DIARIES OF THE NEXT GREATEST GENERATION, directed by Richard Lui
MSNBC news anchor Richard Lui presents a personal, raw, and candid look at the millions of
teens and millennials caring for injured veterans and service members in homes across America.

● Richard Lui is from San Francisco and a graduate of UC Berkeley.

EAST BAY

BERKELEY

LUNAR: THE JEWISH-ASIAN FILM PROJECT EPISODE 1: THE TASTE OF CONNECTION (AT THE
DINNER TABLE), directed by Jared Chiang-Zeizel and Jenni Rudolph

23 Asian American Jews examine identity through the lens of food. Through sharing memories of
foods from our Asian and Jewish cultures, the LUNAR cast discusses Asian and Jewish food
philosophies, intertwined food history, and the many possibilities (and limitations) of Jewish-Asian
fusion food.

● Producer and co-creator Gen Slosberg lived in North Berkeley. Several cast
members are Bay Area based.

THE GOOD, THE BAD, THE DOKKAEBI (VIRTUAL PERFORMANCE), musician Dan Lee
Dokkaebi are creatures in Korean mythology that are said to bring karmic justice to all. These
Korean goblins possess supernatural powers and are always watching our deeds (good and
bad), choosing to reward or punish accordingly.

● Performer Dan Lee lives in Berkeley.

OAKLAND

SYNCHRONIZED (WHO I AM Shorts Program), directed by Corinne Manabat Cueva
SYNCHRONIZED is an experimental documentary short that embraces 5 women of color as
they collectively reflect about their experiences living and thriving in Oakland. This will uncover
their perspectives of what it means living in the Town, a city that’s ever-changing – from
memories, dreams, home, and resiliency.

● Film is based in Oakland; director Corinne Manabat Cueva and subjects live there.
SYNCHRONIZED was completed as part of the Re-Take Oakland Fellowship.

PITTSBURG

THE FABULOUS FILIPINO BROTHERS, directed by Dante Basco



Dante Basco’s feature film directorial debut THE FABULOUS FILIPINO BROTHERS follows four
brothers from Northern California to the Philippines, through four vignettes leading up to a
controversial wedding.

● Film takes place in Pittsburg and director Dante Basco grew up there.

NORTH BAY

MILL VALLEY

AMY TAN: UNINTENDED MEMOIR, directed by Jamie Redford
Jamie Redford’s final documentary is an intimate portrait of the groundbreaking author that
interweaves archival imagery, including home movies and personal photographs, animation and
original interviews to tell the inspiring story of Tan’s life and career.

● Director Jamie Redford lived in Mill Valley. Film’s subject Amy Tan was born in
Oakland, has connection to San Francisco, and is based in Sausalito.

PENINSULA and SOUTH BAY

DALY CITY

EXPLOSIVE PARADOX (WHO I AM Shorts Program), directed by Kevin B. Lee
A racist cinematic trauma passed between friends and family is remembered among the rustling
of leaves and reflections of trees on an iPad screen in this essay film.

● Director Kevin B. Lee is from Daly City.

LUMPIA WITH A VENGEANCE, directed by Patricio Ginelsa
The LUMPIA-armed avenger reappears in Fogtown and teams up with high school student
Rachel to prevent a crime syndicate from selling drugs masked as food in this crowdfunded
action comedy.

● Film takes place in Daly City and director Patricio Ginelsa grew up there.

MOUNTAIN VIEW

PARKED IN AMERICA (GROWING UP IN AMERICA Shorts Program), directed by Luke Salin
Jamie Park, a Korean teenager, moves in with her relatives in the midwest after a family tragedy
strikes back at home in Seoul. There, she meets her cousin Eli, and together they navigate high
school while struggling with identity, guilt, and grief.

● Writer and creator Kayla Yumi Lewis is from Mountain View and director Luke Salin
is from Saratoga.

PALO ALTO

LINSANITY, directed by Evan Jackson Leong
A rousing documentary which chronicles the rise of basketball star Jeremy Lin, the first man of



Chinese/Taiwanese descent to play in the NBA.
● Subject of the film, Jeremy Lin, grew up in Palo Alto. Director Evan Jackson Leong

is from the Richmond District.

SAN JOSE

DRIVE ALL NIGHT, directed by Peter Hsieh
DRIVE ALL NIGHT follows Dave, a reclusive swing-shift taxi driver, whose night takes an
unexpected turn after he picks up a mysterious passenger, Cara, a young woman hiding a dark
secret.

● Film shot in San Jose and director Peter Hsieh is from there.

FRESH PEACHES (LIFE, INTERRUPTED Shorts Program), directed by Lana Nguyen
Circa 1977. When his grandmother is falsely accused of stealing a tube of lipstick, a Vietnamese
boy named Binh must try to diffuse the rising, heated altercation.

● Director Lana Nguyen was born in San Jose.

About CAAMFest
CAAMFest, formerly the San Francisco International Asian American Film Festival
(SFIAAFF), celebrates the world’s largest showcase for new Asian American and Asian
film, food, and music programs.

About CAAM
For over 40 years, the Center for Asian American Media (CAAM) has been dedicated to
presenting stories that convey the richness and diversity of Asian American
experiences to the broadest audience possible. As a nonprofit organization, CAAM
funds, produces, distributes, and exhibits works in film, television, and digital media.
For more information about CAAM, please visit www.CAAMedia.org.
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